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chology  Conference  convened  in  Durban 
under  the  title “Beyond the Pale”. The pres-
ent essay was originally drafted as a contribu-
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erdine;  city  of  issue:  Cardiff,  UK).  Other  directly 




and of course  this  journal. Closely related are  jour-
nals such as  those  that address activity  theory (e.g. 
Mind, Culture and Activity),  theoretical psychology 
(e.g. Theory & Psychology), qualitative research (e.g. 
Forum Qualitative Social Research), discourse analysis 











then, here? First of all,  it  is psychology ap-
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Characteristically, while  it  is  the  two  first-













  To be more precise,  there are  two related 
issues: 1) The general problem of negativity 
or positivity –  in brief,  should any explicit 
and  elaborate  theoretical  structure  be  at-


































first address  these questions  in  turn. Subse-
quently, my conclusion will allow me to pres-
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(Marx & Engels, 1998, 38-39)
Of course, this continuous destabilization of 
given  socio-cultural  forms,  including  state 
powers  and  subjectivities  –  except  perhaps 












mund  Bauman’s  analogous  metaphor,  has 
been a process of increasing dissolution and 
fluidity, and is now well into an utterly liquid 
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at  the end of  the above quote, when all  the 
ideologies of past and present class societies 
have deteriorated, what is left are human be-









































(Horkheimer & Adorno, 1969, 29, translated from 
the German by MN)8
The fragmentation of knowledge into masses 






senses  to  the banalities of consumerism.  In-
deed, it is even this process which paves the 
way  to  the completely arbitrary power of a 






traditionalism  is  one  side  of  contemporary 
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knowledge,  and,  on  the  other  hand,  a  con-
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black,  for example) because  that is the way one 













































ily  the case, however,  if  the overall  frame is 
still – however critical – psychology. With that 
























psychologist”  (Parker,  2003),  safely  outside  of  the 
discipline.
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cal  psychology with  social  theory  shows  a 
tendency  to “empty”  its socio-historical ori-

















words, so long as critical psychologists refrain 
from suggesting positive alternative theories, 
it is still the empty shell of the discipline that 











a new paradigm for dealing with  the  issues  that are 
currently discussed as psychology.











we need  is neither  to be built  from scratch 
nor to be arrived at by simply translating and 







theoretical  structures  (“categorial  frame-
works”) can persist  independently of history 
and social practice14.
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be designed  to address  the concerns of the 








has  been  developed  from  the Marxian 
origins  in CHAT15  is  a  kind  of  theory 

















others), but in viewing the “foundation” 
in principle as the self-reflection of socio-
historical practices.














which  is  then sought  in psychoanalysis 
(e.g. Butler, 1997), phenomenology (e.g. 
Keller,  2007),  neuro-psychology  (e.g. 
Cromby,  2004),  or  elsewhere.  But  the 
problem in the relations between history 
and the body, Ute Osterkamp would reply, 






cesses,  the  psychological  principle  of 
activity mediated by a  relation between 
sense and metabolism, emotion,  learn-
ing,  anxiety,  and many  other  qualities 
developed  in a natural history  that pre-
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above, that human needs and motives are 
































  The  idea  of  “productive  needs”  as  “cri-
terion” does not mean, either,  that  it  is  left 
to a  thing called “human nature”  to provide 
a dynamic and “diachronic” dimension  to a 



























tices  that exist  in certain cultural  forms, but 
at the same time this inherently means appro-
priating and  taking part  in  transforming and 
developing  those  cultural  forms. We might 
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tions.  It  so easily becomes an aim  in  itself 
to achieve, as in the Ian Parker quote above, 
emancipation from any (tactically designated) 
fixity  of  identity. Or,  in  Foucault’s  famous 
words, to “refuse what we are”. In the appear-
ance  it  is more radical, e.g.,  to question  the 
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as  these  that  translating and referencing Os-
terkamp’s  Motivationsforschung  would  be 





























on  individual  subjectivity  as  understood  in 
terms of participation in social practices. This 
emphasis still characterizes  the situated  turn 
in  more  recent  Danish  critical  psychology 

















tionalist  tendencies,  that  is,  the  abstraction 
from the  inter-subjectivity of social practice 
and of theory and research. This is particularly 
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they  are  really  maintained  as  repressed  or 
seen-but-unnoticed critical  identities. Thus, 
for  instance, why  do  critical  psychologists 
often immediately react against any ideas of 
a  particular  collective  subjectivity with  the 
argument that there is conflict, contradiction, 
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  Thus,  to provide a brief example,  the ab-
stract-general concept of a “cannabis depen-




in  Denmark  has  almost  tripled  from  1996 
to 2004). A critical analysis of  this concept 
should not only focus on  the socio-cultural 
















































  It  is  important  to  notice  how  this  “self-
critical” approach to aspects of what we are, 

















cally) present  in our own lives  in  the same 
overall terms as with how “dependence” and 
other social problems might be better addressed 
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are  in  the business of prototyping forms of 






























deep. And I do not  intend here  to provide a  lul-
laby but merely to sneak in and watch the way the 
people snore (Goffman, 1986, 14).
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  Or have I  lost you somewhere along  the 
way, so  that  the “we”  is  in  fact now purely 
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